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ABSTRACT
The process for planning backpacking trips in California’s Sierra Nevada
mountain range takes into account a multitude of geographic data, which is dispersed
across multiple sites. This dispersal makes the process laborious. Wilderness permits
are linked to trailheads and reserved online through Recreation.Gov or Yosemite
Conservancy, which lack sufficient spatial information required for planning. I developed
an ArcGIS WebAppBuilder application for backpacking route planning in the Inyo
National Forest, Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Park. The application
was developed through data gathering and vetting, geoprocessing and digitizing, use of
geometric networks, Arcade expressions, Python, web maps and WebAppBuilder. Data
is centralized from various sources and enhanced in ways that make it easily
consumable in a web application format. Widgets are utilized for simple filtering and
viewing of layers such as trails and trailheads. It is a much-needed solution for planning
wilderness travel in the Southern Sierra Nevada.
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INTRODUCTION
In the constantly changing world of technology, there are more and more
amounts of information readily available, a lot of which has a geospatial component.
GIS technology offers creative solutions to bridging gaps between information. My
project idea came about after years of planning backpacking trips in the Eastern Sierra,
mostly the Inyo National Forest (INF). The process is more cumbersome than it should
be, considering the amount of geospatial data available. One needs to visit multiple
sites to gather pertinent information. For my project, I developed an ArcGIS
WebAppBuilder (WAB) application that offers a much-needed solution for backpacking
route planning in the Inyo National Forest, Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia
National Park. Throughout the app’s development, I have utilized and built upon skills I
learned in the Geographic Information Systems Technology (GIST) program. These
include but are not limited to: data gathering and vetting, geoprocessing and digitizing,
geometric networks, calculating slope and elevation values, Arcade expressions,
Python, web maps and WAB.

BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH

This section will detail the main steps involved in the backpacking planning
process, some of the resources currently available, what I learned from them and how I
they are incorporated into my application. One of the first steps is determining permit
availability. The wilderness permits for backpacking in the INF are linked to the
trailhead. Permits are required year-round for overnight trips for most of the trailheads,
though some of the trailheads and some times of the year do not have quotas. One
9

needs to visit the website Recreation.gov, and specifically the page for Inyo National
Forest – Wilderness Permits. One of the main drawbacks of the Wilderness Permit site
is that the map does not show trail information, merely trailheads. In my capstone
project, I have edited attribute tables with compiled information such as links to these
trailhead websites and other external sites (e.g. Google Maps). Other park amenities
are also included, such as campgrounds and picnic areas.
As stated in my introduction, there are many resources available but not all
pertinent information is centralized in a single location. The FS Interactive Visitor Map
(https://www.fs.fed.us/ivm/) is a great app that provides trail information along with other
amenities, and feeds for environmental conditions which I will explain later. I explored
this app, along with Recreation.gov, and an app for Swiss National Park
(https://esri.github.io/hiking-trails-app/) to get ideas on how my app should be
constructed and what an effective user interface might look like.
In the FS app, a user can search for a national forest, the map then zooms to the
boundary and scale-dependent layers for park amenities display. A user can click on a
map layer and select attribute information appears in a pop-up. Useful attributes for the
route planning process are included such as trail class, e.g. “Moderately Developed
(Trail Class 2)” and typical trail grade, which I will include. Trail grade is an important
factor in route planning as some trailheads in the INF start with difficult climbs which a
hiker might want to avoid. These are often trailheads located at lower elevations and are
more likely to have permits available because of their undesirability. The trail grade is
very useful and I incorporated this into my app, which will be discussed further later on.
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In the permit decision process, it is important to gather information on the trails
that exist in the region around the trailhead. If a user would like to do a short overnight
trip, an extensive trail system is unnecessary. However, if the user would like to do a
multi-night trip and hike a long distance, some trailheads would not work due to the
short length of trail linked to them. The filter widget will be utilized. It is based on
examination of a trail layer merged from different sources, predominantly the National
Forest and National Parks. Because the dataset is incomplete, other sites, GAIA GPS,
Google Maps, and/or AllTrails are cross-referenced to append data to the trails so that
they are as accurate as possible.
Another critical aspect of trip planning is monitoring environmental conditions. As
this last year made abundantly clear, climate-related changes due to global warming
have increased the likelihood and intensity of wildfires. It is necessary to ensure that the
selected route has safe air quality and is an appropriate distance from active fires. The
FS’s map initially appeared to do a good job of gathering this information. It includes the
following environmental layers: weather warnings and watches and fire activity.
However, the fire layer did not actually appear to work after cross-checking with other
data sources. One of the data sources I cross-referenced was CalFire’s Statewide Fire
Map. One of the major downsides of this map, however, is there is no pop-up
information, which I include in my app. I have also added the feature layer USA Current
Wildfires provided by ESRI, which contains current incidents and perimeters.
A live service for air quality data is included. Custom Arcade expressions are
written into pop-ups. They are be filtered to show the study area and not the entire
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geographic boundary (which is the United States). Another environmental feed is
weather watches and warnings
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DATA
Trails
The trails and trailheads are of course the main components of the planning
process. I obtained two main datasets for trails, one for the National Forest provided by
the FS, and a separate one for National Parks.

National Forest System Trails
•
•
•
•

•

•

Edit Date: July 16, 2020.
Source: U.S. Forest Service.
URL: https://data-usfs.hub.arcgis.com/datasets/national-forest-system-trails-featurelayer/explore
Content: The National Forest System Trails along with trailheads will contain the
most attribute information in my app. The trails layer provides the location and
attributes of National Forest System trails across the United States. It contains
useful information about trail use, trail grade and trail class which are useful for the
backpacking planning process. The are other fields which are not necessary for my
app, such as ADMIN_ORG, ACCESSIBILITY_STATUS, and
NONMOTOR_WATERCRAFT_ACCPT_DISC.
Spatial Reference System:
o GCS WGS 1984
 Geodesic Model
 WKID: 4326
o WGS 1984 Web Mercator Auxiliary Sphere.
Format: Polyline, Shapefile.
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Figure A-1. National Forest System Trails.
National Park Service Trails
• Edit Date: June 15, 2021
• Source: National Park Service
• URL: https://publicnps.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/37ddc6e4c4a045edb5f48c0396e1787b_0/explor
e?location=16.299805%2C-12.521000%2C2.46
• Content: This feature class contains centerlines for trails in within and across
National Park.
• Spatial Reference System: Web Mercator.
• Format: Polylines, Shapefile
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Figure A-2. National Forest System Trails.
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
30m and 10m Digital Elevation Models
•
•
•
•

•

Edit Date: Unknown.
Source: California Air Resources Board.
URL: https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/harp-digital-elevation-model-files
Content: I downloaded about 30 different DEMs, most of them 30m, while some
were 10m, in the areas of Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. The
screenshot below shows one example, Florence Lake.
Spatial Reference System:
o NAD 1927
o UTM Zone 11N
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Figure B-1. Digital Elevation Model.
Yosemite Area DEM
Edit Date: Unknown.
Source: National Park Service.
URL: https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/Reference/Profile/1047787.
Content: I used this 10m DEM instead of downloading 20 or so individual DEMs for
Yosemite area. This was in an E00 file. I used a tool in ArcMap called “Import from
E00”, the result was a 10m DEM raster file that I could work with.
• Spatial Reference System
o NAD 1983
o UTM Zone 11N

•
•
•
•
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Figure B-2. Yosemite Area DEM.
Park Amenities
Recreation Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Edit Date: March 31, 2020.
Source: U.S. Forest Service
URL: https://data-usfs.hub.arcgis.com/datasets/recreation-area-activities-featurelayer/explore
Content: This layer contains the recreation opportunities that are shared through
the Forest Service’s Interactive Visitor Map. There are recreational sites, areas,
activities and facilities with detailed descriptions, including trailheads.
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Figure C-1. National Forest Recreation Opportunities.
Geographic Boundaries
National Parks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edit Date: July 2, 2021
Source: National Park Service
URL: https://public-nps.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/nps-boundary1/explore?filters=eyJTVEFURSI6WyJDQSJdfQ%3D%3D&location=35.595796%2C115.122317%2C7.41
Content: This layer shows tract and boundaries for National Parks across the United
States but filtered to California before downloading.
Spatial Reference System:
o WGS 1984
o Web Mercator (auxiliary sphere)
Format: Polygon, Shapefile.
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Figure D-1. National Park boundaries.

National Forests
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edit Date: August 26, 2015.
Source: US Forest Service.
URL: https://data.fs.usda.gov/geodata/edw/datasets.php?dsetCategory=boundaries
Content: This layer contains the National Forest System lands.
Spatial Reference System: NAD 1983.
Format: Polygon, Shapefile.
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Figure D-2. National Forest boundaries.
Web Services
Recent Conditions in Air Quality
•
•
•

•

Edit Date: Updated Hourly.
Source: OpenAQ, ESRI.
URL:
https://services9.arcgis.com/RHVPKKiFTONKtxq3/arcgis/rest/services/Air_Quality_P
M25_Latest_Results/FeatureServer
Content: Layer representing values for air quality data from ground-based monitoring
sites around the world.
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•

Format: Point, Feature Layer.

Figure E-1. Air quality web service.
SEKI Public Affairs Park Atlas
•
•
•

•

Edit Date: June 15, 2021.
Source: National Park Service.
URL:
https://services1.arcgis.com/fBc8EJBxQRMcHlei/arcgis/rest/services/SEKI_ParkAtla
s1_4_VisitingtheParks_MASTER/FeatureServer
Content: This layer shows basic park information to trip planning. The only layers
included in my web map are Information Centers and Campgrounds.
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Figure E-2. SEKI Public Affairs Park Atlas.

USA Weather Watches & Warnings
•
•
•
•
•

Edit Date: Live Data.
Source: National Weather Service.
URL:
https://services9.arcgis.com/RHVPKKiFTONKtxq3/arcgis/rest/services/NWS_Watch
es_Warnings_v1/FeatureServer
Content: This service shows weather watches, warnings and advisories in the United
States.
Format: Polygons, Feature Layer.
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Figure E-3. Weather Watches and Warnings.
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METHODS
Trails
Trail data was downloaded, appended, edited extensively, and published to
ArcGIS Portal. One of the main benefits of this application compared to existing
websites is that data is enhanced and centralized for the three neighboring areas, Inyo
National Forest, Yosemite and Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks.
Processing
Data was downloaded from web resources and brought into the file geodatabase
created for this project. For the Inyo National Forest, for example, the national forest
boundary layer was also brought into the map document. I performed Select By
Location and clipped to within five miles of the INF boundary. For National Forests, I
selected Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks because these of their
adjacency. The data editing that followed along with the trailhead data editing were the
most important and time-consuming processes of the project.
Rectifying Trails
It was clear that there were many missing trails after visually inspecting the layer.
In some instances, two trails that should have connected did not. In other instances, I
recognized missing trails from personal backpacking experience in the areas. Lastly, the
USA_Topo_Maps basemap in ArcGIS has trails clearly symbolized. It was easy to see
where missing trails were by the dashed black line representing trails. Cross-checking
was performed with the websites GAIA GPS (https://www.gaiagps.com) and AllTrails
(https://www.alltrails.com) which contain extensive trail data.
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Example: Bloody Canyon trail
This is one instance of a missing trail that was digitized and added into the trails
layer. The Trailhead description per Recreation.Gov read: “Bloody Canyon trail crosses
Mono Pass at the head of the canyon and enters Yosemite National Park where it joins
the Parker Pass trail. You can descend to end your trip at Dana Meadows in Yosemite,
or continue on the Parker Pass trail south along the Sierra Crest toward Koip Peak Pass
and the Kuna Crest.” However, the trail is shown as stopping at Mono Pass, which
clearly points to missing polylines (Fig. F-1).

Figure F-1. Bloody Canyon trail.
This issue was resolved by downloading the Mono Pass trail in KML format from
AllTrails (Fig. F-2).
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Figure F-2. Downloading KML.
I created a folder called “Missing_Trails_Data” where similar missing trail
instances would be collected. The Google’s KML format was converted to a layer to be
compatible with ArcGIS Pro via the KML To Layer tool (Fig. F-3).

Figure F-3. KML To Layer.
The new layer covers the missing area, as shown in navy blue (Fig. F-4). The
KML file in most cases involved overlap, since the hiker who created the GPS data went
out and then back. The layer was edited to remove this overlap with removal of vertices.
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Figure F-4. New trail segment extending westward.
Missing Trails in Hoover Wilderness
This is another example of a missing trail, one that was recognized from a
previous backpacking trip. On AllTrails, as the image below illustrates (Fig. F-5), the
more extensive trails are marked in dashed black lines. The second image (Fig. F-6)
shows the data downloaded from the Forest Service.

Figure F-5. Hoover Wilderness trails on AllTrails.
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Figure F-6. Incomplete FS trails for Hoover Wilderness.

Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks
The National Forest System Trails layer does not include the National Parks of
course (Fig. F-7), which were necessary for my application. Many backpackers will start
in one boundary and end in another.
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Figure F-7. Missing National Park trails.
I selected the trails in these parks and exported to a new feature class. New
fields were added and values calculated based on other existing fields in order to fit into
the schema of the main trails layer.
Average Trail Grade
The NP layer also did not have an attribute for trail grade. This provided a great
learning opportunity to discover more ways GIS is utilized for outdoor recreation. In
order to calculate trail grade two layers were needed, polylines (trails) and elevation
(DEM). DEMs for the areas of interest were downloaded from the California Air
Resources Board and NPS. It was necessary to download a grid (Fig. F-8) showing the
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names of the locations so I knew which DEMs to download. I converted the trails layer
to the KML format to bring into Google Earth Pro and pair with the grid.

Figure F-8. Grid for DEMs.
Next, I merged the DEMs into one Mosaic using the Mosaic geoprocessing tool.
Then, I ran the Add Surface (Fig. F-9) Information tool.
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Figure F-9. Surface Information.
I looked through the results to make sure the process was running as expected.
There were only a few outliers. A line segment for Yosemite Falls Trail was showing 234
for average slope, which was unlikely. I noticed these segments with very high average
slopes were both trails with a lot of switchbacks, which I believe was disrupting the
analysis. The Half Dome cables segment had an average slope of 119. I knew it was
very steep from my experience hiking it, and the 119 degrees was plausible. This is the
steepest trail in the area so I knew anything over it could not be a hiking trail. Because I
did not want to exclude these segments with very high slopes, I changed the 20-30%
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category (was in the National Forest data) to “ +” (Fig. F-10) and recalculated all the
records for this change.

Figure F-10. Switchbacks.
Once the schema was fixed so that all necessary fields and values could be
copied into the new layer, I copied and pasted into my main trails layer (Fig. F-11).
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Figure F-11. Pasting into main layer.
The polylines were broken up less in the National Park data than the National
Forest layer. This resulted in less variation in the average slope results. The vast
majority was 10-12% slope/grade. In order to make the data more informative, the
polylines were split and the process was repeated using the Add Surface Information
tool.
Below is the Timber Knob region before my additional processing. As you can
see, the entire region is 10-12%. In order to make the average slope more useful to the
user, I split the lines at areas where there were drastic changes in elevation, which I
detected using the USA_Topo_Maps basemap contour lines. After splitting the lines, I
needed to separate the multipart features via the Explode tool. As one can see in the
example below (Fig. F-12), this is an instance in which the split resulted in a multipart
feature.
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Figure F-12. Multipart feature.
The typical trail grade field was calculated by reclassifying the Avg_Slope field
values using Python. The code is shown in the screenshot below (Fig. F-13).

Figure F-13. Process for calculating average trail grade values.
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Because the lines were split, the distance values were now inaccurate so
geometry was recalculated. As shown in the attribute table screenshot below (Fig. F14), the results were now different for slope.

Figure F-14. Typical trail grade values and Avg_Slope.

The result of breaking apart the trails into shorter segments and recalculating trail
grade are shown below (Fig. F-15). The results are more varied and thus more useful.
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Figure F-15. Recalculated typical trail grade.
Typical trail grade symbology
I wanted to symbolize my trails with this field, as it would be useful for assessing
potential backpacking routes. These are the 6 categories in the FS data (Fig. F-16).
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Figure F-16. FS data for typical trail grade.
Dividing up the average trail grade into six classes initially seemed to be too
many. Although it would help the user understand the data, a mapmaker risks making
information more confusing when there are too many classes to distinguish from. I tried
combining “5-8%” with “8-10%” and “10-12%”, resulting in a “5-12%” category. I utilized
ColorBrewer and modified some of the values. After further consideration, I did not think
four classes was adequate because the vast majority of trails fell into the 5-12% range. I
also realized there should be an option in my app to choose between a single color trail
and this unique value trail grade option.

Figure F-17. Typical trail grade symbology
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Figure F-18. Typical trail grade symbology in map
Distance
I wanted to show line segment distance and ensure it was accurate so I created
a new field “GIS_MILES” and calculated geometry. This was used in the analysis
determining the connected trail length to trailheads, which would be a part of the filter
widget. Data was then ready to be published to ArcGIS Online.

Trailheads
It was important to include as many useful attributes as possible while excluding
static information that was subject to change. It would make more sense to link to the
source data than include trailhead descriptions in the attribute table for trailheads, for
example. The following are the main details shown in the trailhead layer, which only
includes backpacking trails. Other non-backpacking trailheads are shown in other
layers.
•
•

Name
Link to trailhead’s specific page in a hyperlink in the attribute table
38

•
•
•
•
•

Link to the wilderness permit site
Elevation (process described below)
Dog-friendly or not
Quota status
Link to a trailhead’s specific trail map PDF in attribute table, as shown in Fig. B-1:

Figure G-1. Big Pine area trails FS area map
Extensive updates were made to the Inyo National Forest trailhead locations. I
referenced the Recreation.Gov site, as well as using the coordinates provided by the
Forest Service’s web pages for each trailhead. Sometimes a Google Maps search
proved efficient. I also wanted to make sure that the trail segment endpoints matched
up with trailheads. For National Park trailheads, I was able to add a layer, but they could
not be edited or exported. I was able to digitize each trailhead manually. For SEKI, I
was able to find a layer and then referenced Recreation.gov’s wilderness permits to
select out just the relevant locations for backpacking.
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Elevation
A key consideration in planning backpacking routes is elevation. Although it can
be found on basemaps such as the USA Topo Maps, it is useful to have it easily
available in a trailhead’s pop-up attribute information. Trailhead elevation and average
trail grade help create a better understanding of an area and narrow down route
selection for backpacking trips. For example, last year I wanted to do a backpacking trip
with a friend who has had poor experiences at high elevation, so I wanted to look for a
relatively easy trail. This meant I needed to find a trailhead at lower elevation with an
easier route; having an app like the one presented here would have been very useful in
an instance such as this one. With this in mind, it was clear that elevation had to be
added to trailheads.
The Forest Service’s trailhead pages show elevation for most INF trailheads.
However, the trailheads in the NP did not have this information easily accessible. I also
wanted to figure out how to gather this information myself through GIS, so I did not take
the numbers from the FS websites. I did however use it for cross-checking to ensure my
results were accurate. To obtain elevation, the same process for the DEMs was utilized.
Figure B-2 shows the geoprocessing involved in calculating elevation for Yosemite
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trailheads.

Figure G-2. Trailhead elevation for Yosemite NP
The elevation values were provided in the Field “Z”. They were in meters, which
had to be converted to feet. Before further processing, I proofed the results with the
trailhead for Yost/Fern Lakes, which sits at “2230.157014”. 2230 converted to feet is
7316.273, which confirms the process is working correctly after referencing the
elevation in the contour lines of the basemap. Meters were then converted to feet for the
new field “TrailheadElevation” (Fig. B-3). The process was repeated for trailheads in the
rest of regions.
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Figure G-3. Calculating elevation field

Filter Widget with Connected Trail Range
Development
As I was working on developing this widget and solving the logic behind it, I
began seeing the trails more as what they really were, part of a network not just a
feature class of different line segments. The trails were lines connected to points.
Coming at the problem from this perspective led me down the route of investigating
what capabilities the ArcGIS Network Analyst extension offered. Problems like the one I
was trying to solve are closely related to the analytical needs of city planners or even
search crews for missing people. In the case of city planning, it could be what surface
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area could a person cover by foot from a certain point. For missing people, it would be if
we knew the person was at Point A, what are the different routes they could have
traveled given the time frame. The question is how many routes can radiate from a
certain point (trailhead) at a specified distance (the backpacking “out”, in “out and back”)
along a network (trails). Essentially, a point needed to be buffered along a line network
at different distance intervals.
Geometric Network

The initial approach was to create a Geometric Network. In order to get familiar
with the process and requirements a subset of data was created, including toy data to
test out the different tools and ensure the process was understood before executing it
on a larger study area.
Protoype Geometric Network
In order to create the prototype geometric network, all layers were gathered into
one Feature Dataset with a Projected Coordinate System (PCS). I clicked the new
feature dataset, and selected New > Network Dataset. Then a travel mode was created
as per Figure C-1.
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Figure H-1. Network dataset
Once Travel Mode is enabled, it should not be greyed out in the Service Area page (Fig.
C-2).

Figure H-2. Travel mode
Under the Network Analysis toolbar, select New Network Analysis Type, then
Service Area. This adds the following to your map’s table of contents (Fig C-3).
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Figure H-3. Service area
The next step is to Import Facilities, with trailheads as facilities. It is necessary to
ensure no trailheads are selected when running this tool, because the import will only
include these selected points. Then, run a 2D analysis with travel settings using the
created walk mode at 500 and 1,500 feet intervals (Fig. C-4).
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Figure H-4. Walking analysis results
Runtime proved to be time-consuming and ended up not being the most efficient
means to an end. Many of the trailheads have route restrictions, meaning a hiker must
turn left at a junction rather than right, for example. This meant using a geometric
network was less useful, and thus, the final execution for determining connected trail
range was manual on a per-trailhead basis.
Changing the Approach
Another issue was that many trailheads had limited routes, so not all the
polylines/trails that connected to the trailhead point were allowed. Because I ended up
analyzing on a per trailhead basis, I determined it was much easier to determine the
connected trail length manually, and not use a geometric network. I went down the table
of trailheads, read the route restrictions (if any) on Recreation.gov’s website, looked at
46

the Forest Service maps as well as my GIS data and did a manual check of each. In
many instances where the length was not obvious, I selected the trails I wanted to
measure, and right click edthe GIS_Miles field which I calculated the geometry for, and
viewed the sum (Fig. C-5). Then, I manually selected the trail range based off a domain
with the following values:

Figure H-5. Sum of trail segments
Giving the user the ability to filter out trailheads that are not adequate lengths is a
key functionality that is currently missing from the available web resources like
Recreation.Gov where one obtains a wilderness permit for INF and SEKI (if reserving
ahead of time, and not a walk-up). Another simple (though time-consuming) advantage
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of the application presented here that is missing elsewhere is access to viewing
trailheads and trails in just one location, with easy access to see what permits are
available. This addition was the most time-consuming parts of the project, but essential
to the application.
Web Map
Once editing was completed and published to the University of Arizona’s ArcGIS
Portal, it was time to create the web map. Layers were added and configured as
described below. The Classic Map Viewer was used not the Beta editor because some
of the newer functionality unfortunately is not compatible with WAB, at the time of this
writing (e.g., layer groups).
For many layers, pop-ups were configured using custom attribute displays which
were aesthetically pleasing. Fields were reordered in a logical manner and unnecessary
fields were not included, e.g., “SHAPE”. Labels and visibility ranges were set.
Trailheads
For a more customized feel of the application, I created my own symbology. I
utilized the National Park Service hiking trail symbol, which was edited in Photoshop.
The image was uploaded to Portal so that the URL could be used as a custom symbol
in the web map.

Trails
Two layers were uploaded, one with a black dashed-line, and one symbolized
with the average trail grade field. I want the user to be able to decide which layer to
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view. Text-color for average trail grade was manipulated using Arcade expressions (Fig.
D-1).

Figure I-1. Arcade Expression for average trail grade
Air Quality
The air quality layer’s pop-up was configured using HTML, Python and Arcade
expressions. Arcade was used to make the pop-up more visually appealing, and the air
quality values easy to distinguish via attribute-based coloring (Fig. D-2).
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Figure I-2. Air quality custom attribute display
The attribute-based coloring is based on the following expression (Fig. D-3). The
resulting pop-up is shown in Figure D-4.

Figure I-3. Air quality text color
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Figure I-4. Pop-Up Result.
Recreation Area Opportunities
A feature service was added to the map provided by the Forest Service’s ArcGIS
Hub. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, the web map is encountering an error
trying to add the service. While opening the map, a pop-up window appears stating that
the layer cannot be added to the map. This is an error I have encountered countless
times in my GIS career. Unfortunately, due to the nature of web services, that they are
hosted externally, users cannot fix the issue. In most cases, the feature service issues
resolve itself, the pop-up stops showing, and the service will resume acting normally.
Layer Visibility
The three layers, Backpacking Trailheads, Trails with the solid black dashedlines, and Land Boundaries are turned on in the map’s initial view (Fig. D-5). Turning on
all layers would make the map too clustered and illegible at the home view scale which
shows the entire area of interest.
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Figure I-5. Result.
The web map, titled “Southern Sierra Nevada Backpacking” serves as the
backbone for which the WAB application will be built upon. It is important to ensure all
layer configurations are set-up properly for widgets and customization in the WAB app.
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RESULTS
WebAppBuilder Application
The result of the extensive data gathering, editing, publishing and customizing is
displayed in the WAB application I created. It is publicly available through the
University’s Portal at the following URL:
https://uagis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=3d28d389d19a4d14a
88eafece712a038. It uses the Southern Sierra Nevada Backpacking web map I created.
All layers have been shared publicly.
The application has a color scheme that matches the purpose of the application
with predominantly green hues. Widget icons are customized with symbols that were
created in Photoshop. The Jewelry Box theme is used. A splash screen appears (Fig.
E-1) which gives the users basic guidance on how to use the application. Due to the
less complex nature of the application, I did not find it necessary to create a separate
user guide or extensive guidance in the splash screen. The splash screen’s HTML
source was edited to make images a consistent smaller size and edit hyperlinks. There
are many factors that affect one’s backpacking route that are subject to change, and
some of these are not available as web services that can be added to a public ArcGIS
application. Each region has its own public notices pages showing current conditions,
which is shown in this screen and also in the trailhead pop-up window.
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Figure J-1. Splash screen.
Header Controller Widgets
The following widgets are included in the header controller: Legend, Select, and
Print. The layer list widget is enabled so that users can toggle layers on and off.
Regarding the Select widget, the user should be able to explore the map, determine a
route, and then save it. Unfortunately, although this widget does state that one can
continue to “Add to selection (Shift+Draw)”, after repeated attempts it was determined
that this functionality is not working (Fig. E-2). It is difficult to select the entire route in
one selection attempt.
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Figure J-2. Select Widget.
Left Panel Widgets
Filter locations
The filter widget is one component that makes this web application stand-out
compared to other web-based maps. I have centralized attributes and added trail and
trailhead layers. There is no app currently available to simply display trailheads and
trails in the Southern Sierra Nevada with the ability to filter for dog-friendly areas or nonquota trailheads. There are a handful of trailheads connected to only short trail
networks, which make them unsuitable for many trips. Two filters are added that simplify
factoring this into the planning process. The filters are based on the field for connected
trail range (Fig. E-3), which was discussed extensively in the methods section. The
filters appear as below:

Figure J-3. Connected trail range.
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Because wilderness permits are limited, it is important to be able to quickly
visualize what trailheads may be available for last-minute plans or bigger groups. Last
minute change of plans also tend to be often necessary due to environmental factors
such as wildfires.
Some individuals are concerned about altitude sickness. A filter to determine
lower-elevation trailheads (Fig. E-4) enables users to make quicker decisions that can
help ensure their wellness out in the wilderness.

Figure J-4 Map with lower-elevation trailheads displayed.
Lastly, because the National Forest Recreation Opportunities layer includes a
vast assortment of items, I wanted the user to be able to quickly view only
campgrounds, which in many instances may be the only important item for backpacking
route planning. In my experience, many times I have driven up the night prior to my
permit date and need a place to sleep.
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Although elevation data is of course available in many apps, the centralization of
all this data is what makes my application a great solution to backpacking route
planning.
Basemaps
The Basemaps widget is another useful inclusion. Alternating between basemaps
is often useful as different basemaps serve different purposes. Like the other widgets in
the left panel, the icon was also customized to match my color scheme.
Bookmark
Adding bookmarks is a key functionality is using maps. It is important to be able
to quickly revisit areas of interest. This widget icon was also customized.
Search
The search widget is configured to use the Trails and Backpacking Trailheads as
sources, in addition to the general ArcGIS World Geocoding service. Users can search
trail segments by trail name and the map zooms to the line segment.

Mobile Compatibility
WebAppBuilder application are compatible with mobile devices. While testing the
application on an iPhone, the functionality is the same. However, the smaller screen
size is of course detrimental to the user experience. To get a clear overview of an area,
the bigger the screen the better. Although some applications such as ArcGIS Collector
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and ArcGIS Survey 123 are available in offline mode, this application is not,
unfortunately.
Future Additions
As ESRI continues to release updates and improve their software, there is
certain functionality that could be incorporated into the application. ESRI recently
released an option to group layers, which would have been very useful and could help
provide a cleaner user experience. Being able to toggle groups of layers on/off would be
useful. Unfortunately, this update is currently unavailable for WepAppBuilder.
Conclusion
This application can be very useful for planning backpacking routes in the
Southern Sierra Nevada. I can state this with confidence after utilizing it on my most
recent backpacking trip at the end of July to Inyo National Forest, specifically the Italy
Pass/Pine Creek Pass trail. After years of planning backpacking trips in the Eastern
Sierra, I know that since this application meets my needs, it will also meet the needs of
many others. I used and expanded on skills I learned in this program and from being a
GIS analyst, to aggregate, examine, edit, and visualize information to help bridge the
gap that exists in current web resources. The application provides a single location
where users can easily check current environmental conditions and visit websites for
public notices, which can often affect plans. By keeping the application open in one’s
browser, while also bookmarking locations for even quicker access, one can easily
monitor wildfire, extreme weather, and air quality through different ArcGIS web services.
This application was developed in hopes that it can remain available on the University of
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Arizona’s Portal so it can serve backpackers in the future. The end goal is to provide a
more efficient backpacking route planning process that allows fellow outdoor
enthusiasts to spend less time behind a computer screen and more time enjoying
outdoor recreation in the beautiful Sierra Nevada.
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